Fibrin gel model for assessment of cellular contractility.
Multiple cell types have an inherent ability to contract the extracellular matrix to which they are attached and grow on. Cells exert contractile forces on a compliant substrate, increase the tension, and deform it. Numerous intracellular as well as environmental factors are involved in determination of cellular contractility, which can be precisely measured by atomic force microscopy, laser tweezers, or other complex apparatus. These, however, are far from being standard equipment in most cell biology labs. Fibrin gels provide a simple and affordable alternative for evaluation of changes in cell contractility by either quantitation of end-point gel contraction or in a dynamic mode by time-lapse imaging. They also provide a flexible system in which the physical properties, such as density and compliance, as well as their biochemical composition can easily be altered to suit the special requirements of various cell types and experimental models.